Computerized analysis of video fluorescein imaging (VFI) of the skin.
Video fluorescein imaging (VFI) is a new technique to continuously follow the development of fluorescence in the skin, i.e. blood inflow and perfusion, after intravenous injection of sodium fluorescein. The method is supplementary to other microcirculatory techniques for evaluation of peripheral arterial occlusive disease, particularly in critical ischaemia. In the present article we describe a totally computerized digital imaging processing system for evaluation and present results from a comparison between the evaluations of the appearance and development of the fluorescence in the sole of the foot using the computerized and the previously used manual techniques. With the computerized system the images are stored and correlated with the start of the injection. Regions of interest are then marked and a mean value of fluorescence intensity is calculated for each image. Using this computerized system the time required for evaluation has been shortened to about 10 min. The results of the comparison between the manual and computerized evaluations of appearance times showed that a significant correlation existed in all examined parts of the feet between the two techniques. The methods gave approximately the same results in regions with fluorescence appearance times between 20 and 50 s. With longer appearance times than approximately 50 s a systematic difference between the two techniques seemed to exist. In this interval shorter appearance times were measured with the computerized technique than with the manual technique. However, the clinical information with regard to prognosis would be relatively unchanged when the new computerized assessment technique and a new cut-off level for the appearance time are used. Also, regarding the development of fluorescence after the appearance time, expressed by the slope, a significant correlation was found between the manual and the computerized evaluation.